Calling All Students

Aziz N. Merchant
Archway Staff Writer

When was the last time you sat down and calculated how much your phone service costs per year? Yes, every month you sit down and divide up the bill among the people who share the line, but have you ever added it all up?

On average, two people share one phone line with unlimited local calling and call waiting. This costs $13.22 per person, per month, excluding the $34.14 hook-up charge and possible wait in line; in addition, someone has to figure out who made what long-distance call and divide everything up accordingly.

Total this up for the nine months you are on campus, and you are talking $136.65 just to have a phone to call across campus and the Providence area. You still have to add on the long-distance calls, like the calls home every once in a while (or every day for some people). Also, keep in mind this is if two people share one phone line—if not, you are talking about $272.10 per person!

For the fall semester (and summer testing), Bryant has signed a contract to provide students with an economical phone service with more features. For $10.50 (non-taxable) per person, per month, you will get much more than what you can currently receive through NYNEX. Call waiting, conference calling, speed dialing, hold, transfer, camp-on and last number redial.

These are just the features of the service included for $94.50 (non-taxable) per person, per year. No more standing in line and then waiting a couple of days to get hooked up. Just plug in your phone and start calling. To save some more money, you will only have to dial the last four digits of all on-campus phone numbers.

The Best of the Best

Julia Arrachon
Archway Staff Writer

Approximately 500 athletes will be on hand for the Northern Rhode Island Special Olympic Games this Saturday. This is the 14th consecutive year Bryant is hosting the Games.

The theme for the event is "A Day Full of Heroes." Opening ceremonies will begin at 9 a.m. on the track. Athletes are expected to compete in the 25-, 30- and 50-meter runs, the long jump and relay races. The all-student-run Special Olympics management team is headed by Carla Fazzuoli, games director, and Tom Decker, assistant director. The 40 members of the team worked to raise $2,500 and anticipate reaching their goal of $3,000 to $5,000. Money was raised from the Dance Down Day, the Donate-a-Meal program and entertainment.

"The Games Management Team is a great bunch of people who are very passionate," said Fazzuoli. "We never could have done our job without the support of the other organizations on campus and the faculty and administration donating their time," added Fazzuoli.

Most of the athletes competing have never seen a game before. Some are Down's Syndrome and some are in wheelchairs.

"There is a misconception that most of the athletes are children, but there is a wide range of ages," said Fazzuoli. "The youngest athlete is around six years old and the other athletes are mostly adults in their twenties and thirties."

In "Olympic Town," athletes and their guests can also fly kites, make their own ice cream sundae or sit in a fire engine or police car. Past and present members of the New England Patriots organization are expected to attend.

Alumni David Kaplan '93 will perform a magic show, and there will be an animal balloon artist, as well as McGruff the Crime Dog. Proceeds from the sale of food and beverages will be benefit Special Olympics.

"The athletes look forward to coming to Bryant each year because they think we put on the best games," said Fazzuoli.
A Message to Seniors

With four years of studying, socializing and growing behind you, you may feel ready to face the "real world." But don't be overly prepared for what you think you are, surprises are bound to pop up. Although Bryant may not have directly prepared you to face these situations, your education will provide you with a foundation that will allow you to handle anything the world throws your way.

As we are all aware, there are many variables that spring out of the era we've all survived. The year 1998 was revitalized, a new mascot was chosen, a team was created and we've all grown.

Now is a time to reflect on some of the changes which have occurred during your four years at Bryant. AACSB accreditation was achieved, a new mascot was chosen, a liberal arts program was added to the curriculum and increased technological resources made research a little bit easier.

These are a few of the "big events," but what are the Seniors most likely to recall? Although you will remember some academic "facts," you will be more likely to remember the "stuff" you learned outside of the classroom. A couple of years from now, if you GPA isn't going to matter as much as the non-academic lessons you've learned and the people you've met. This means the speaker you went to see when you probably should have spent more time studying for a test, the internship you participated in, or the organization you were a part of. These will be the events you'll remember. Although the Class of '98 is leaving, a new class is on its way to following in your footsteps. The class of '98, like all of Bryant's classes will make a little bit of their own history — and like the class of '94 they will come away ready to face the real world.
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Spring Weekend a Success

TO THE EDITOR:

Spring Weekend has come and gone. Despite lack of sleep, a few new gray hairs, and some incidents by energetic students, we all survived.

The scheduled activities by the Student Programming Board, GAMMA, the Greek Presidents Council, and Residence Life were fabulous. Those who attended had a great time.

The highlight of the weekend was the Track activities. Despite downgrade-forecasters for a heavy weekend - over 2,000 students and guests attended. People enjoyed great music, an ARA barbecue, free tans, free beer, free fun, free cootinuim rides, and much more.

The quality weekend didn't happen by chance. Months of thoughtful planning by the Student Programming Board was key to the weekend's success. In addition, many College departments pooled personnel and resources to provide a safe fun weekend.

As part of the Student Programming Board and the weekend committee, I'd like to thank those people who were instrumental in the success of the weekend.

From the Student Programming Board: Michelle Jacobson, Lisa Kaslay, Jill Pinske, Steph Raeker, Pum Cye, and the entire programming board.

Sincerely, Timothy P. Lloyd, Assistant Director of Student Activities

Act Now, Complain Later

TO THE EDITOR:

This letter is to all those people who complain about there not being enough to do on campus, not knowing that events were taking place, and basically not satisfied with the overall quality of Bryant College. During the past year, I have heard basically every excuse in the book about attendance at events like comedy shows, movies, recreational activities, etc. and I have gotten sick of hearing any of it. If I, as a college student, you can not take any responsibility for finding out what is happening on campus, then don't complain about it.

Since large facilities organizations are sick and tired of putting in their time and effort into something that only 10% of the people show up for. The reasons for this seems to be that people would rather "go boogie it up" rather than come see a comedian (who probably performed at a Comedy Central Live) or watch a provisory the night before a big game or the real world. Do you really think that your boss is going to let you sleep late, come to work hang over, or skip work altogether? I don't.-meaning of you just want to sit back and have everything handed to you. Well, unless Mommy and Daddy are going to hold your job for you, you will have to learn the responsibility of your own. Instead of complaining, how about taking some action. And I don't mean storming through the administration building because we can't have legs on campus. It can be as simple as coming to a comedy show or a movie.

It's very hard to keep putting effort into something when all you hear is negative remarks. I myself have been a very active member of the SBP for three years. I am not on the organizing board, rather than come see a comedian (who probably performed at a Comedy Central Live) or watch a provisory the night before a big game or the real world. Do you really think that your boss is going to let you sleep late, come to work hang over, or skip work altogether? I don't. If you have gotten "burnt out" because of a lot of comments made by my fellow students. Eventually we are going to be the people that we want to be, not the one who we are because of what others say. We are all adults here and must start acting as such. I'm sick of hearing any excuse and I'd like to thank those people who were instrumental in the success of the weekend.

Author's note: I'm not sure if the following letter was ever read. I hope it is.

Stephanie Raeker

Give Students A Voice In Grading Policy

TO THE EDITOR:

According to a recent report by the Records Office, Bryant does not issue plus and minus grades: A-, B-, C+ and C-. So far. We have, instead, a system using midpoint grades like A, B, C and so forth. This is the system that has gotten us to this point. If the student is performing somewhere between A and B, then we don't care what they did. Instead of continuing to write positive comments, such as Math and English, we would prefer a system that is transparent and fair.

In a recent informal survey of Bryant College students, 64% of those polled said they would like to see Bryant use traditional grading system, whereas only 26% were against it. (Eight percent said they did not care, and two percent were undecided.)

Ninety percent of respondents said they would like to be informed of any such proposition, and 74% said they would like to have a say in any such decision. For the Spring semester there was a proposal to change Bryant's grading system to one which issues pluses and minuses. The proposal was passed by a faculty committee but turned down at the next level of consideration.

Faculty views on the plus and minus system have been mixed. Economics Chair Samuel Maramian said his class hire you? Again, I don't think so. I really hate the fact that there is probably only about 20% of this campus that actually cares about the academic success of Bryant College.

As a student I have been involved in many departments - from Residence Life to the unMised students and parents. The proposal was passed by a faculty committee but turned down at the next level of consideration. Faculty views on the plus and minus system have been mixed. Economics Chair Samuel Maramian said his class

Stephanie Raeker
New Mascot Chosen

To the Editor:

Who would have thought that a mascot used by two of the more popular college teams, Georgia and Georgetown, would be chosen for our school? Not me — but Saturday was the day that a new mascot was chosen. Students are directly affected by this decision. It's time to change that policy.

Theft/Fraudulent use of a Credit Card

April 26, 1994 - A wallet was turned in to the DPS office. DPS officers began to check the wallet to identify who it belonged to. In the process two different forms of picture ID were located. The DPS officers contacted the subjects in the wallet and were able to ascertain that one of the ID’s along with a wallet had been stolen several months ago. The suspect was questioned as to why he had the cards. After obtaining a copy of the receipt for illegal purchases with the card, DPS officers obtained a search warrant for the room. All items on the receipt were recovered. After a small amount of questioning the subject admitted to using the card and the Smithfield Police were called. The suspect was arrested by the Smithfield Police Department and charged with Possession/Thief of a Credit Card, and Fraudulent use of a Credit Card.

Alcohol Confiscation

April 30, 1994 - Between the hours of 2:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. DPS officers confiscated 34 cases of beer, 7 cases of Zima, 5 bottles of hard liquor, and numerous cans and bottles dumped. All of the confiscated alcohol was destroyed by the compactors and dumpsters around the campus.

Fire - Open Burning

April 29, 1994 - The DPS officers received a phone call from a Resident Assistant saying a fire outside of Dorm 10. DPS officers arrived to find a fire that had been started outside using broken up college furniture. The fire which had flames of 3 to 4 feet high was extinguished by the officers.

Unclaimed Found Property Sale

Department of Public Safety will hold an Unclaimed Found Property Sale on May 5, 1994. The sale will be held in the Roundroom from 8:30 to 10:00 a.m.

Notice to Book Lockers Holders

Please remove all contents and all padslocks from all book lockers before May Commencement. All locker room contracts are for one year only and expire on Commencement day every year. You may rent a new locker and sign a new contract in September at the DPS office for $5.00.

Incident Summary

Fire Alarms - 7
EMT Calls - 15
Larceny - 3
Vehicle Stolen - 5
Alcohol Confiscations - 10
Recovered Property - 1
Illegal Gathering - 1
Vandalism - 1

Note: On May 1, 1994 in the Smithfield Rd area a large number of students entered the residence halls. This caused a fire alarm to be activated. DPS officers were called to the scene and instructed the occupants that if they did not leave at once they would be arrested. The driver of the vehicle chose to enter campus even though the occupants had agreed to leave. DPS mobile patrol officers stopped the vehicle near the old townhouses. The Smithfield Police Department was called and the subject was placed under arrest for violation of a trespass letter.

by Matthew Andrews
Students For A Safer Campus

Join Fight Against Gun Violence

To the Editor:

Every 48 hours in the United States, the equivalent of a classroom full of children are killed — America — killed by gunfire. Think, for a moment, about the enormous tragedy of that statistic. Think, for a moment, about the future—— about what we will become if we do not act now to prevent gun violence.

We are writing to our readers with the fervent hope that Rhode Islanders will exhibit the same deep concern and courage that have marked our history, The Brady's and we ask Rhode Island's people, adults and children alike, to gather on the State House on Saturday, May 7, 1994, at 12:30 in the afternoon. If you are sickened by gun violence and its potential impact on our children and their future, please join us. We welcome all. Let the stories that are written in newspapers around the nation on Mother's Day tell of Rhode Islander's care and concern for our children ... and that we are willing to stand and be counted.

We write on behalf of the Rhode Island Coalition Against Gun Violence. Please join us on May 7th by sharing your time, your life, you might well save a life.

John H. Cluskey, United States Senator from R.I.
J. Joseph Carruth, Former Democratic Governor
B. Jae Clanton, Executive Director, Urban League of R.I.
Alan Hasenclever, Chairman of the Board, HAUSER Carl Borgen, Mother of gunshot victim

Self Storage

Public Self Storage
Rt. 116
Lincoln, R.I. 02313-1237

Read Me Then Recycle Me
Seniors Receive Science Awards

Mary Alice Colton
Spirit Award Committee

The Bryant Community Spirit Award is given in recognition of students who have gone above and beyond the call of duty and who have made their presence felt in the Bryant Community. This year's winners are Giinne Bowry, Elaine Goodwin and Judith Dawson. Giinne Bowry is someone known for her enthusiasm, energy and professional conduct. Elaine is our campus crime prevention specialist and public safety assistant. Judith generously volunteers her personal time on campus to meet with groups, she hosts monthly campus-wide presentations on crime prevention and she serves as advisor to Students for a Safer Campus.

Elaine Goodwin has that "No, it's not in my job description, but I'll be glad to do it anyway" attitude. As secretary to the Dean of Students, she began to do the clerical work for Multicultural Student Services. Services years before that work was recognized in her job description. In addition, on occasion, Elaine spends many hours helping international students. Former chair of the Executive Clerical Committee, Elaine has shown her talent for service to the community.

Judith Dawson was the first person that a prospective student meets on a visit to Bryant. If their first impressions count, prospective students and their parents surely must feel that Bryant is warm and welcoming.

Jodi puts everyone at ease with her warm and friendly conversational style, often recounting her own daughter's experience at Bryant and making each student feel at ease for his or her interview.

When a family tours the campus, it is likely that Jodi has personally selected just the right student guide for them.

Is Bryant Becoming A Suitcase College?

by Susan Genovese and Kristin Sewall
Journalism Students

Bryant Community Spirit Award 1994 Winners

Is Bryant in danger of becoming a school known for parking lots from Friday to Sunday? Poor attendance at weekend events on campus. The signs all point in that direction.

Fifty Bryant students recently participated in a formal survey about life on campus.

The majority of students described Bryant weekends as "boring" and "lacking." More than half of the students surveyed said over the weekend they mostly drank, socialized in their rooms or at the Comfort. The rest stayed away from the beginning to the end.

"I leave on Friday after my classes, and don't come back until Monday morning," said Deana LaPointe, Denise, a sophomore who lives 45 minutes away, said she tries to stay on campus more now than in the beginning of the year. "It just seems like there is never anything to do," she complained.

What would satisfy students enough to keep them on campus, or at least make them think twice before driving away from campus? In search of excitement.

One-fifth of those surveyed suggested programs featuring comedians or magicians as a sure way to liven up the weekends. Others said there should be more dances and concerts. Bus trips to Boston and New York were also requested.

The most popular suggestion of all, however, was to find ways to increase school spirit. The selection of the mascot as the new mascot will hopefully be a first step.

Here are some ideas for establishing new student organizations, or for ideas that would satisfy students for additional activities in the future.

- Promote events further with more signs and notices.
- Develop programs which target both faculty and student participation.
- Give formal recognition to every student.
- Invite speakers to address student interests.

No matter what the answer to increasing school spirit is, it is clear increases need to be done and soon to improve Bryant before it truly becomes a suitcase college.

When Racial Tragedy Hits Home

by Margaret Miller
Journalism Student

It has now been almost five months since headlines blamed a story of hate, anger, and murder. It wasn't on the streets of Los Angeles, but on a mall car full of commuters from New York City to Garden City, Long Island.

Jamaican-born Colin Ferguson, stands accused of killing seven people and wounding twenty-seven others on the Hicksville branch of the Long Island Railroad. He said his hate for whites, Asians, and "Uncle Tom" Negroes spurred the massacre he so meticulously planned. Armed with over 100 rounds of ammunition, Ferguson hadn't planned to stop shooting until he hit everyone in the car. He was apprehended by three brave commuters while he attempted to reload his 9-millimeter semi-automatic Ruger pistol for a third time, and was halled down by local and county police arrived.

In Ferguson's pockets were several small sheets of paper which examined reasons for his actions: "Adelphi University's racism, New York City's racism, Police, New York City police, the slapping running of the 2 train, racism of the Canarians, and Uncle Tom Negroes" (Ferguson once attended Adelphi University). Ferguson's notes revealed the anger he had toward those who he felt had taken something from him. He saw himself as a victim of society, but Ferguson took something too; he victimized a white community where seven innocent people died. Dozens of witnesses were traumatized, and thousands of our trains Long Island commuters will never again find safety in routine. Our railroad platforms are stained with blood, and our minds stained with the image of body bags being loaded into an ambulance.

The Long Island Railroad transports thousands of people a week. But, for one, I know I'll never walk into another car without wondering who the person behind me is—if or why I am hated for being white, or female, or middle class—or whatever!

This shocking event was more than a headline to me. It took place in the view from my seat. It effected many I know on the train that Tuesday evening. I cannot help to think this "shouldn't have happened in my town. But it has taught me that tragedy can strike anywhere and anyone. Racial violence will never be confined to "bad neighborhoods"—this alone continues to make us all victims until the time the violence will finally cease.

Bryant offers Science Minors

by Mark Omstead
Journalism Student

The Bryant Science Department, made history last week with the approval by the Curriculum Committee of the College's first two minors: Environmental Science and Bio-technology. This new addition to the curriculum signifies a bold step in making Bryant College more than just a liberal arts university.

The Science Department has sieged out Environmental Science and Bio-technology stating that these two areas are the best disciplines a student could use to complement his or her business major.

The proposed science curriculum of the minors program will be based on five levels or categories. Students begin by taking a survey course—for example, Earth Science. They then move to the general courses such as Physical Geology or General Chemistry with a lab being required for both. They then select from eleven or so different advanced/specialty courses, such as Bio-technology or Applied Coastal Oceanography.

As a Senior, the student would finish with capstones, seminar, and experiential courses like Environmental Policy or possibly a sponsored research project.

Though this may sound simple, each of the levels incorporates many more classes than is listed here. Core requirements for each minor are also different and flexible between the two is somewhat limited. A student should decide early on which to choose so as not to take unnecessary classes.

The credit structure of the minors track will include the current science requirement of seven credits hours. With additional fourteen credit hours, needed for a total of eighteen science credits to fulfill the program. This number of credits would satisfy the requirements and allow the student to recognize the Science minor officially on his transcript.

The credits needed for the science minor is such that a student interested in pursuing a minor take no longer to graduate. Using the liberal arts or open electives, all students, with the possible exception of the accounting track student, would be able to acquire the minor within their Bachelor's requirements.

Bryant will now have more choices to diversify their degree and thus be better candidates for the job market. And for many science-minded students, this program means you will no longer have to leave Bryant to pursue your science interest.

This addition of the minor track could not have come at a more opportune time. With the recent AACSB accreditation and Liberal Arts degree, science minors signify to the business community that Bryant College is on the forefront of producing well-rounded minds from the minds of tomorrow’s business.

The Science Department believes the minors offering will give Bryant an edge in niche as a business specialty school. Offering an excellent formal option to those Bryant students interested between pursuing careers in science or business.

If the Science minors interest you, more information can be obtained about the program by stopping by the Science Department, or contacting Dr. Doug Levin in Faculty Suite B.
Bookstore Rip-Offs Boggle Bryant Students

by Margaret Miller and Marcelle Murphy
Journalism Students

Consumers expect any store to deprecate quickly, as do furniture and computers. But nothing seems to depreciate as much or as fast as text books. In just fifteen weeks, text books may lose 50 to 90 percent of their purchase price. Bryant students face this phenomenon every semester.

Here are some specific examples:
An accounting book bought for $85 in January brings $20 in May. Even more pathetic, a $9 novel brings a mere $0.25. These prices are for books in good condition.

The Bryant system seems to make this depreciation even more painful. It's one thing to recover a few bucks for a semester's use of a book. But what if the student who has used the book for considerably less time?

For example, the bookstore allows seven class days to return a text book for a full refund while the college allows students to stop eating a class until the third week of the semester. Required reading is often assigned within the first class meetings, well before students have made final/drop/add decisions.

Students often must pay full price for a text book and be reimbursed at a used book price because the bookstore deadline passes before the drop/add deadline. Perhaps the bookstore could work to extend their deadline to better coincide with school policies.

This is also a problem when students withdraw from a class after the drop/add deadline—textbooks assigned may not have been used at all if designed for use in the second half of a course. This happened to a Bryant sophomore, who recently dropped her managerial accounting class. Two books which cost her $86 are sitting on her shelf, having yet to be opened. The bookstore will give her only $20 for both, even though she can provide her receipt.

A possible solution to this problem would be to issue greater refunds to students who withdraw from classes, provided they can show proof of a valid withdrawal. This would help protect both the student and the bookstore. Besides, the minimal loss incurred by the school will be repaid 100% in tuition when the student who dropped the course has to retake it in another semester or session.

Thirty publishers charge editions so often that many books cannot be returned at all. This is not the bookstore's fault, but they still don't discount a book, they know they can't buy back. Because many struggling students pay for their own books, we should be informed if the new book we are buying is an edition that may not be returned. Marking books with "expiration" stickers or even discounting last edition books would let students be more aware of their expected returns.

A student wishing to sell back a text book can shop around until they get the price they are asking for. This is not true of his books, since Bryant has only one bookstore. They have the guaranteed business of all Bryant students. If there was Prode's Bookstore across Route 7 which was competition for Bryant, prices would decrease, refunds would increase, and Bryant would still be making a profit. The Bookstore is supposed to be there for our convenience. If the student is completely unable to understand the bookstore's policies, maybe they should be explained more effectively in the future.

---

Finals are right around the corner, and along with them comes stress. There is also the stress of the job search for seniors. There are ways to deal with stress and enjoy better health and performance.

We can focus on hard tasks while our energy and attention are at the rise, and when they droop, restore ourselves to be at peak performance. By taking 20-60 minute breaks every three years for you, release your healing and creative potential.

There are four stages in a healing response that can relieve you from your stress. The first stage is Recognition. Signs of the need for healing include cues such as signals indicating stress.

Some of the signals are wanting to stretch, yawning or sighing, noticing your body becoming stiff, feeling a desire for a break, feeling more introspective about your work, experiencing comfort and emotional satiation, having mild sexual fantasies, and realizing your body is telling you it is time to take a break.

The final stage is Rejuvenation and Awakening. When your mind-body systems recharged, return to full alertness feeling calm and refreshed.

I hope this process is helpful in relieving any stress you may have. Good luck on finals and the job search.

Spring into Hope

Spring is in the air. A time to celebrate new life is drawing near. In celebrations, we are given an opportunity to express ourselves. Some people decide to celebrate in excess, causing violent and destructive behavior. During the spring, there seems to be more light in the morning and brightness at dusk. If I am taking the lawn, I want to do more. Then I feel the aches and pains caused by over extending myself. The pain seems to last for an eternity. This pain shapes how I feel toward myself and others. Reflecting on this experience, it is time to take a book outside of myself and respect the dignity of others.

Some old sayings are: "What you love yourself! All of these reveal an image of the truth and help us to guide our lives. Some days we do better than other days, but at least we try to care for each other. Some days we fail and fall back into the pain of embarrassment and broken relationships.

The emphasis of spring is the newness of life contrasting the winter blues. The delight of enjoying new things that are not violent or destructive in life giving instead of taking — a time to respect the others around me. Be safe. Take care and God Bless!

We Can't Eat All This Food

by John Maslitis
Journalism Student

Does any Bryant College student have the will power to consume all nineteen ARA meals offered in a week? If so, I'd like to meet this person.

The rates announced for meal plans for the 1994-1995 school year, which consists of 32 full weeks of meals, are $2.670 for the nineteen meal plan, including sixty points; $2.585 for the fifteen meal plan including thirty points; and $2.472 for the nine meal plan, with no points. At these rates, purchasing the fifteen or nine meal plans would be foolish, economically.

ARA seems to be coercing the Bryant student into purchasing the nineteen meal plan, when many students don't eat where the great nineteen ARA meals a week.

The cost per student, per meal for the nineteen, fifteen, and nine meal plans, after subtracting points from the total price, are $4.29, $3.32, and $3.58, respectively. To excess causing the nineteen meal plan, a Bryant student might as well purchase a plate at the Presidents Grill, instead of ingesting a tasty plate of ARA chicken jambalaya.

A student with the nine meal plan doesn't even get any points to use when ARA periodically serves an unappetizing meal. ARA would like students to believe that the nineteen meal plan is a bargain. Although $4.29 is a reasonable price, most students only eat between twenty-one and twenty-four meals a week, so they are actually paying between $6.27 and $8.16 per meal.

ARA would have set the prices more proportionately. Since the fifteen-meal plan buys 79% of the meals available at ARA, the rate should not be 79% of the nineteen-meal rate or $2.10. The nine-meal rate should be 47%, or $1.25, about half of the current price.

Any Bryant student acknowledges ARA has to make a profit. But unlike forcing students to purchase more meals than they will eat is not ethical. Bryant students to have a choice of where to eat and should look for a new pricing system. If ARA will not, there are other options for Bryant students to obtain a more economical plan.
Final Reminders Classes of '96 & '97

by Michael Blake
Student Intern

"Project Venture is a program I really enjoy and take pride in knowing that I took part in a program that is teaching us to become the best that we can possibly be."

Oluayo Elmo
On Project Venture

Project Venture is a pre-college program designed to encourage multi-cultural students to prepare for college and their future professions. Bryant College, the business community, and several Rhode Island school systems helped create Project Venture to encourage minority junior-high students to continue their education, and Venture, page 8

A Profile On Project Venture

Bryant Students Randy Leete, Damon DeMoor, Dustin Goldstein, Jennifer Grum, and Diane Belcher are active members in Project Venture

Career Saavy
Barbara Gregory
Career Services

Take advantage of the Career Development Course and put yourself on the mailing list for September. Details will be sent to you prior to September 20. Career Library Book Returns You may find a book you borrowed from the Career Library as you begin to clean-up or organize the area in which you are living. If you happen to come across a directory, self-assessment book, or reference book (whether it be under your bed, in your car, buried among your other books) please return it to Career Services. Drop it (or them) off in our office! Thanks! Career Services is open throughout the Summer.

Consulting appointments, resources, advice on resume writing, interviewing tips, etc. are available to students and alumni throughout the summer. Plan to drop in and access our services when you have an opportunity. It is a good time to get to know us and what is available to you as a student and graduate of Bryant College.

A Profile On Project Venture

Bryant Students Randy Leete, Damon DeMoor, Dustin Goldstein, Jennifer Grum, and Diane Belcher are active members in Project Venture

Be a Part of the Upper Class Buddy Program (UCB)

Volunteer to be an Upper Class Buddy to the incoming Freshmen Class of 1998.

Name ____________________________________________

Class Year ________________________________________

Box # ____________________________________________

Organizations you are currently involved in ____________________________________________

Please Return to Student Senate, Box 5
**What’s In a Name?**

On Monday, May 2 and Tuesday, May 3 a vote was held to choose a new mascot for Bryant College. After two days of voting, the students, faculty, staff, and administrators selected the Bulldogs to represent our sports teams. The final results and vote tallies appear below.

**Mascot Voting Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mascot</th>
<th># of Votes</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulldogs</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>29.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badgers</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>19.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panthers</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>17.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakers</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>11.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobcats</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearcats</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengals</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricanes</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Votes</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Attention Late Night Studiers**

Late night study will be available in Rooms 242 and 243 during exam period. The hours are as follows:

- **May 8 - 12**: 12 a.m. - 3 a.m.
- **May 13**: 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
- **May 14**: 6 p.m. - 12 a.m.
- **May 15 - 16**: 12 a.m. - 3 a.m.

**FRIDAY**
- Hot Cereal®
- Hard Cooked Eggs
- Eggs to Order
- Pancakes
- Sausage
- Omelet
- Tomato Sauce
- French Toast
- Pancakes
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Blueberry Coffee Cake

**SATURDAY**
- Hot Cereal®
- Hard Cooked Eggs
- Eggs to Order
- French Toast
- Sausage Links
- Puffy Eggs
- Chicken Nuggets
- Taco Bar®
- Cereal
- Sliced Bread
- Sausage Mix
- Mixed Veggies
- Spinach
- Potato Puffs
- Chicken Rice Soup
- Chili
- Bagels
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Beef Stew
- Frank & Bean Casserole
- Cheese Pizza®
- Deli® Grill
- Salad Bar®
- Cabbage
- Canned Green Vegetables
- Poppy Seed Noodles®
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Wheat Rolls®

**SUNDAY**
- Hot Cereal®
- Hard Cooked Eggs
- Eggs to Order
- Beef Macaroni Casserole®
- Bacon
- Potluck Casserole
- Pasta Cheese (Doritos)®
- Cinnamon Rolls
- Fresh Fruit
- Minestrone Soup
- Hot Turkey Sandwich®
- Shepherd’s Pie
- Pasta with Pesto Cream®
- Chili
- Soup
- Donuts
- Fresh Fruit
- Roast Beef
- Chicken Cordon Bleu
- Side Dishes
- Canned Green Vegetables
- Basil Cream Sauce
- Pasta with Mozzarella®
- Canned Chicken Casserole®
- Bagel®
- Canned Assorted Vegetables
- Green Beans
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Beef Stroganoff
- French Rice
- Mixed Vegetables
- Bay Scallop
- Shrimp
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Baked Ham & Sweet & Sour Sauce
- Stuffed Fried Vegetables
- Beef Casserole®
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Roasted Broccoli
- Fresh Fruit

**MONDAY**
- Hot Cereal®
- Hard Cooked Eggs
- Eggs to Order
- Chicken Casserole
- Ham
- Ham Loaf
- Pasta
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Chili
- Beef Stew
- Chicken Polynesian
- Side Dishes
- Shells & Tomato Sauce®
- Deli® Grill
- Salad Bar®
- Cabbage
- Crusted Green Vegetables
- Poppy Seed Noodles®
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Beef Stew
- Frank & Beans Casserole
- Cheese Pizza®
- Deli® Grill
- Salad Bar®
- Cabbage
- Canned Green Vegetables
- Poppy Seed Noodles®
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Wheat Rolls®

**TUESDAY**
- Hot Cereal®
- Hard Cooked Eggs
- Eggs to Order
- Cheese Casserole
- Assorted Fixings
- Bacon
- Hash Brown®
- Bagel
- Fresh Fruit
- Muffins
- Chili
- Soup
- Ham & Cheese Omelet
- Fried Fish
- Pasta with Pesto Cream®
- Chili
- Soup
- Donuts
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit
- Pasta with Pesto Cream®
- Chili
- Soup
- Donuts
- Fresh Fruit

**WEDNESDAY**
- Hot Cereal®
- Hard Cooked Eggs
- Eggs to Order
- Assorted Fixings
- Bacon
- Hash Brown®
- Bagel®
- Fresh Fruit
- Muffins
- Chili
- Beef Stew
- Buffalo Chicken Wings
- Quart Pound Burger
- Beef Casserole®
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Baked Ham & Sweet & Sour Sauce
- Stuffed Fried Vegetables
- Beef Casserole®
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Roast Turkey Dressing®
- Baked Fish (Port Wine®
- Cheesecake
- Mixed Vegetables
- Bay Scallop
- Shrimp
- Assorted Entrees
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit

**THURSDAY**
- Hot Cereal®
- Hard Cooked Eggs
- Eggs to Order
- Assorted Fixings
- Bacon
- Hash Brown®
- Bagel®
- Fresh Fruit
- Muffins
- Chili
- Agar®
- Beef Stew
- Buffalo Chicken Wings
- Fried Fish
- Pasta with Pesto Cream®
- Chili
- Soup
- Donuts
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit
- Pasta with Pesto Cream®
- Chili
- Soup
- Donuts
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit
- Fresh Fruit

**CLASSIFIEDS**

**Drivers Wanted: Students, return to sell Good Humor Ice Cream. Work outdoors this summer. Be your own boss. Routes available in your area. Earn $55-$150 weekly. Male, female. Apply now. Call Mon. - Sat., 9am-3pm only. (203) 366-2461.**

**Painters Wanted: For (Full-Time) Summer Employment. For the Cumberland / Lincoln area. Excellent Pay. Call Brian at 334-2342.**

**Ski FREE at Sunday River in 94/95! Become a College Representative. Sell 9 season passes. Receive a free season pass. $25 commission on additional sales. (207) 824-3000 ext. 255.**

**Marketing Executives: For the Fastest Growing Co in U.S. Today. We are opening in the N.E. Area and are looking for part-time or full-time aggressive self-starters with entrepreneurial back ground. Earning potential unlimited. By Apt. only. Please call (455-7449).**

**ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Earn up to $8,000 in two months. Room and board! Transportation! Male & female experience necessary. Call (206) 345-4155 ext. A506.**

**Choreographer Wanted: Bryant College Dance Club looking for experienced Choreographer for club style dancing. If you need the extra cash call Jodi at 232-4293.**

**Golf Clubs For Sale. Brand New. Call 232-4201.**

**Attention Graduating Seniors:**

The Computer Information Systems Department will be holding a special examination period for those Seniors who have not yet completed the Word Processing and Spreadsheet Modules.

Tuesday, May 17 at 5:00 p.m. in Room 354

You must sign up for the examination with Mrs. Lindgren (second floor of Koffler) no later than 4 p.m. on May 16

---

Attention, on campus residents! It's that wonderful time of the year again! Time to stop up and be counted! Sure, you know who you are. But, does anyone else? Of course not. That's why this is the perfect season for recognition. Faculty, staff, students, and administration want to let you all know exactly how much you have contributed to our campus. Send the student department your voices now! Call now for the best student voice rates ever and a few free legs in your seat.
education. The students chosen for the program are selected not only by their teachers, guidance counselors, and principals as having high academic potential, but by the program itself. The purpose is to reach these students before they enter high school and interest them in their future. The Venture program is open to students throughout their high school years, providing them with a chance to participate in the college application process to ensure that the student can make informed mature decisions about their future college plans.

The Venture Program offers many ways to help students. Programs include the Venture Experience Program and the Monitoring Program. During the Summer Experience Program, students live in Providence for several weeks living the college experience. They stay in Dom 5, which is donated to the program by Bryant College. This program allows students to attend college exploration seminars, go on field trips, visit libraries, and take courses. The Venture experience benefits from mentoring programs. They also attend enrichment courses in math, science, and computer skills. The Summer Experience Program is by far the most popular program for students. They get to be, for the first time, on their own, away from their parents. This program runs for 12 weeks in the summer, actual college students. They experience the same worries and new challenges they will all face one day. A new Summer Experience will be starting in July. The mentors have been chosen and we are all anxiously awaiting their arrival.

The Mentoring Program is one that is very important to the Bryant Campus. For starters, the mentors themselves are Bryant College volunteers, working with an individual participant, and establish a weekly follow-up program during the school year. The program uses a positive role models for the students, and aims to develop a positive relationship and to follow up on the success of the mentor and how they are doing. The mentor and the student work together to create a plan for their future. Many students have a positive experience with their mentor and are looking forward to continuing the relationship.

The Venture Program is a worthwhile experience to the students, as it is an opportunity to get to know their fellow students better. The program provides a supportive environment where students can feel comfortable sharing their feelings and experiences. In addition to the academic benefits, the program also offers students a chance to meet new people and make new friends. The Venture Program has been successful in providing students with a positive experience and preparing them for their future college careers.

The program is designed to help students feel more comfortable and confident in college. The program is also intended to provide students with the opportunity to explore different career paths and to learn more about themselves. The program provides students with a chance to develop important social and emotional skills that will be useful throughout their lives. The program is designed to be flexible and to provide students with the opportunity to explore different options. The program is also designed to be interactive and to provide students with the opportunity to learn from each other.

In conclusion, the Venture Program is a valuable experience for students. The program provides students with a chance to explore different career paths and to learn more about themselves. The program provides students with the opportunity to develop important social and emotional skills that will be useful throughout their lives. The program is designed to be flexible and to provide students with the opportunity to explore different options. The program is also designed to be interactive and to provide students with the opportunity to learn from each other. The program is a valuable experience for students and is designed to help them feel more comfortable and confident in college.
The 1994 recipient of The Jonathan D. Sjogren Award and William T. O'Hara Award, Tom Gaspar, men's cross-country and track, with Dean FJ Talley.

Men's Cross Country and Track graduating senior Pete Gosselin.

The 1994 recipient of the R.I.A.A.W. Distinguished Athlete of the Year and the NCAA Woman of the Year, Megan Davis with assistant women's track coach Lyse-Anne Lopine.

The 1994 recipient of The Jonathan D. Sjogren Award and William T. O'Hara Award, Jen Cloos, women's basketball, with Athletic Director Dr. Linda Hackett and Dean FJ Talley.

Archway Photos by Aziz N. Menani
Do you think the American student should be caned in Singapore?

Yes, I think American's should not interfere with roles in Singapore. If the situation was reversed, Americans would not want any other country intervening with its laws.

-Clevsa P. Lind '96

He should be caned, but it shouldn't be eight times.

-Maria Tavdio '97

Yes, I think foreigners should be subject to U.S. laws so U.S. citizens should be subject to the laws of the country they are in.

-Jeremiah Burnham '95

He should be punished, but not caned.

-Jeanne Serena

Cane him, he deserves the punishment.

-Victor Serena

One should be aware of laws when traveling to a foreign country, he should have taken responsibility for his actions because he was in a foreign country. If one of their students were in our country we would expect them to obey our laws, so we should respect theirs.

-Deric Peterson '97

Yes, where ever you go you have to follow the laws.

-Brian Barnouw '96

He should be caned, but it shouldn't be eight times.

-Maria Tavdio '97

No, what happens if a student from Singapore does the same thing? He would get a slap on the wrist not a cane on the butt.

-Chris Libuti '94

Yes, I think he should be caned, I don't think he'll do it again.

-Chris Willis '97

He should be punished, but not caned.

-Jeanne Serena

Cane him, he deserves the punishment.

-Victor Serena

Yes he should be caned.

-I don't think he'll do it again.

-Chris Willis '97
PCU Hits the Cinema: Political Correctness Portrayed in College

Deborah A. Allard
Archway Staff Writer

Do you thrive on the flesh of defenseless animals? Do you threaten the environment with your callousness of lack of caring? Do you call women "girls"? If you answered yes to any of these questions, you are politically incorrect and will face That is the theme of PCU, (Port Chester University) a new movie by Twentieth Century Fox by Adam Leff and Zak Penn. It is based on an exaggerated version of college life, where political correctness is the fabric that holds the school together and yet, tears it apart.

PCU is the first movie that deals with these controversial issues, but in a farcical way. Rush Limbaugh and Howard Stern enthusiasts are likely to find it incredibly amusing.

PCU was filmed on the campus of the University of Toronto. Most of the movie took place in the pit, the dilapidated residence hall for non-conformists, the very people that the protagonists protest, and also detest.

The cast of characters is truly an eclectic mix. The picture starred Jeremy Piven as Droz, the lovable, charismatic, but otherwise obscene leader of the pit. Stand between the pit and the campus is Samantha, (Sarah Trigger) who is Droz' ex-girlfriend, soon to be current. There are gay activists, Afro-ans, and an underground fraternity called Balls and Shaft, which is run by Rand, (David Spade) a pompous and sly character. He and the college president Garcia- Thompson (Jessica Walter) band together to remove Droz and the others from the pit so he can have his old house back and she can be rid of those "anti-community criminals."

President Thompson charges the pit $7,000 for numerous violations regarding their behavior. Meanwhile, Rand knows that the only way to Droz and his pit buddies will be able to pay is by throwing a party and charging at the door, which will result in enough complaints to throw them off campus.

But, they are both in for a surprise. Droz is tricked into being a guide for a possible incoming freshman, Tom (Chris Young), who will take part in an all out war on campus. Moot is thrown on peaceful protesters, signs nailed into living trees and predictably, a huge party is planned that will either bring the school down or raise it to an acceptable level of peace.

In preparation for the party, Gutter (Jon Favreau) is sent on a disastrous beer run. When he doesn't show up with the beer, the guests don't show up, and the pit-band "Everyone Gets Laid" can't play, Droz and the others are forced into last minute arrangements.

Guests are coaxed into coming to the party, including Balls and Shaft and every last protester. A j and i sh amount of liquor is stolen from a faculty party right before President Thompson's eyes. Droz then locks the prez and her associates in with blaring seventies music, which is rigged so they can't turn it off. With them safely out of the way, the party begins. Gutter accidentally, and thankfully, gets George Clinton, of the Parliament Funkadelice, to play for the campus and over $7,000 is made, more than enough to pay the violations.

Tom, the incoming freshman, decides to attend PCU in the fall and President Thompson is fired. Droz, with Tom's help, reunites the warring campus and helps them all to see differing points of view. Droz also gets the girl in the end, or rather, "woman."

This extreme snap shot of college life leads to awareness, patience and tolerance. Obviously, what the picture was geared toward. It could serve as a lesson, but doesn't have to be lived to be learned, at our own college when our differences separate us by more than our major.

---

Survey: Ethics At Bryant

Do you believe the Bryant College curriculum places enough emphasis on the topic of business ethics?

What ethical problems are prevalent on the Bryant College campus in your opinion?

What ideas do you have for improving ethical awareness on the Bryant College campus?

Please complete the ethics survey and return to Box 2022. Your participation and ideas are greatly appreciated.
Accounting Association

by Joshua Berger

I would like to extend my congratulations to the new executive board: President Christine Cester, Vice President Kim Jenkins, Secretary Shaun Daly, Treasurer Mike Minof, and executive board members Christine Barnholz, Shannon Hopkins, and Michelle Chaitson. I hope that all of our members enjoyed the programs that were offered this year, and if you have any suggestions or comments please speak to anyone on the new board, they would be delighted to hear from you. I would like to thank Dr. Cunningham, Dr. Roobani, Mr. Filippelli and the entire accounting faculty for their support and contributions to the success of the Accounting Association this year.

Advertising Association

by Carl Gilmore

The Bryan Advertising Association is an affiliate of the American Advertising Federation (AAF). Our constitution was just recently approved by the Student Senate. The Association wants to focus its efforts on marketing activities in the business and academic communities. We will be participating in the American Advertising Federation’s annual competition, as well as visiting advertising agencies and seminars locally and in New York City. This year’s American Advertising Federation annual competition was held last Saturday, April 30, at Suffolk University. The AAF’s case for 1994 was to provide Kodak with a marketing and advertising plan that would help them target the college market.

Scott Schaefer, Chris Gilmore, Danielle DePepo, Manuel MovSalvo and Natalie Gilmore represented Bryan on Saturday. We gave Kodak something to think about! A tremendous job was done by all that helped, but a special thanks goes out to those who gave up a good deal of their last Spring Weekend. All Freshman, Sophomore and Juniors, keep your eyes open for our E-Board elections in September. If you have any questions, stop by and see our faculty advisor Dr. Brenes, in faculty suite K.219 or give him a call at X6458. We look forward to hearing from you.

Alpha Phi

by Angela Brzezcz and Kathleen Mullany

Hey sisters! Welcome to the last installment of The Archway. It has been a year of many ups and downs, but mostly ups. We’re glad we had the opportunity to write in The Archway, but now our jobs are through. Good luck to our graduating seniors—Kasper, Shuboles, Swo-vay, Oz, Winsett, and Zoko! We love you all, and will miss you tremendously. Make sure you come to visit us a lot next year.

A special note to my big sister Swo-vay—You are the best big sister a person could have! I’ll miss you, Love, WKA.

To my big sis Oz, Thanks for being there for me. I’ll miss you Love, Wyz.

To quote a song for our seniors—As you set out on your own, you still have your home, and your sister. Friendships growing stronger with time, like the ivy that twines forever.

Spring Weekend was quite interesting thanks to the donation from our host. Thanks to Kari, Shuboles, and Ali for helping WKA and Swat get back on campus. In awards this week—SOTW goes to Minter, SPACE goes to Swats, and Swat goes to WKA. Our quotes are “Take a deconomant,” and “Ducks are done.” See ya next year. This is WKA and Wyz closing out our last segment of The Archway.

BACCHUS

by Poke Chung and Scott Lynch

Hello. We had our last meeting yesterday. Those who attended the meeting received free movie passes. We also discussed our programs for next year as well as our fund-riser for our trip to the National Conference in St. Louis.

Good luck on your finals and have a great summer. See you all next year.

Beta Theta Pi

by David Teagenson

Congratulations to Sledge for winning teacher of the year, and Dingo, our only senior, who will be graduating this May. Good luck on finding a job.

Since this is the last news for the semester, I hope everyone has a restful summer. See you next fall.

This week: Chan took a spill playing Frisbee. Ollie and veggies think they’re pretty tough now. Munk has been starting with everybody lately. Hey was up for the weekend. Weasel isn’t in jail after all. Syd stuffed his little brother in the trunk. Little Country and Medium Country take after their brother, Finch just disappeared, and Spinet’s coming back next year!

Quote of the Week: “Click’s just quack.”

Bryant Players

by Donald Wider

Hello nurses! Hope everyone had an awesome Spring Weekend! Well, the end of the semester is upon us, and finals are looming over our heads. The Bryant Players are wrapping up the year as well. Directors for next year’s Parents’ Weekend production, “Stonemem,” have been announced. Congratulations go out to co-directors Phil Klos and Alister Weeks. Also, the Players are encouraging everyone to go out and support the Special Olympics this weekend. That’s about all for this week, so what are you going to do about it?

Movies of the week: “Reality Bites” and “Do The Right Thing” Song of the week: “Found Out About You”

BRYCOL

by Jennifer Barble

It’s the last week of the year and none of us can wait till the summer. So while you are studying for your finals remember Tiggers for that late night hunger. Congratulations go out to our two new employees of the month, Hillary Wright from Toppers and Kevin Parrill from the Comfort. Both of them will receive a day off with pay. We thank them for their hard work and dedication to BRYCOL. Employee newsletters will be out soon so keep checking your boxes.

Graduation orders are still being taken. If you or someone you know is graduating, place your order for them or yourself now. We have all sorts of gifts to show the seniors how proud you are of them and to say good-bye. Orders can be placed by calling the house.

Before you bring home all those dirty clothes or just get rid of them, wait. BRYCOL will be holding a clothing drive during the week of finals. Boxes will be placed in Halls 14, 15, 16, and in the Bryant Center all next week. So before you go home deep them in the boxes. We will be delivering the clothes to the mission on Monday, May 17. Anything you can offer I am sure they will appreciate.

This year has been a productive one for BRYCOL. Significant changes have been made to serve you better. We feel we have come a long way. We could not do this without you, the consumers and everyone involved with BRYCOL. We thank all of you for your patronage. Good luck with Finals. The Comfort will be open until May 16. Have a great summer and see you in September.

As always we are here to serve you. Any questions or comments for BRYCOL can be directed to our office 231-1220 or Box 9, Thank you.

---

You may even get paid for reading it. After all, this book from MasterCard offers lots of useful tips on finding a real job, and it’s written for students by students. To order your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard: It’s more than a credit card. It’s smart money.
College Republicans

by Paul V. Liza and Steve Michael

Hello everyone! The semester is coming to a close and the Bryant College Republicans would like to thank everyone for their support. We have made great strides as an organization and we hope to continue our progress in the fall. There will be many internship opportunities in the upcoming semester, and we encourage everyone to get involved. Between the Senatorial, Congressional, and Greekomatual race there will be plenty of work to go around. Take care and have a great summer.

Delta Kappa Epsilon

by Tim Quin

The brothers survived another Spring Weekend. Thank you to Sigma Sigma Sigma, Phi Sigma Alpha and Theta Phi Alpha. More thanks go to DDZ for our good time, we’ll have to do that again sometime.

Our alumni prove their age is catching up with them, but Nellie missed his first Spring Weekend in 17 years. I wonder why? Congratulations to Remy, Doherty, Bennett and Rippa on their victories. There were some tasty concoctions cooked up on the kitchen stove, and thanks to the kid who cleaned out the frying pan. Mosconi won the chair toss and Styles started a sticker collection. There was a Devel and Debek sighting this weekend and it wasn’t in Easton or at the gym. Watch out for flying Minute Maid cans and Deves, nice job cleaning that kid’s room.

DEKE-A softball is 6-1 and in the final four. DEKE-B softball is on its way to the finals also, with DEKE-A also following. Good luck guys! Also good luck to everyone on finals, we’re almost outta here.

Finance Association

by Sandy Connors

Hi, everyone. Our last meeting of the semester will be on Thursday, May 5 from 5:00-6:00 p.m. in the Heringe Room. Pizza and soda will be served.

At this meeting you will have the chance to meet the new E-board and the new advisor - Professor Ketcham. Also, at this meeting we will be discussing national accreditation, new meeting times, speakers for next year, a new format, and we will let everyone know if the budget was passed. We hope that a lot of people attend to voice your opinions and give us any suggestions that you have.

Any comments or questions can be directed to Fred at Box 1242.

Men’s Rugby

by Brad Gaynor and Josh Herring

Hello Rugby Fans! No games were scheduled this past weekend as we had an eventful Spring Weekend.

Things got started off in A2 and Phambo’s place, while Blinkley was preparing for his debut on David Letterman’s human pet tricks, with a Fisher. While some people enjoyed the Riz maze dance. hope everyone else had a good weekend. Ruggers, don’t forget to show up this Friday night for the formal. Also, prepare yourself for the Alumni game, Saturday May 7.

Congratulations to all the seniors who are graduating. Thanks for all the laughs and memories. We all hope to see you next year at the Alumni game.

Any new guys interested in playing next year, look for signs in the Rotunda during the first week of September. Until then everyone, have a great summer!

Phi Kappa Sigma

by Dan Blais

You haven’t gotten rid of me yet. I’m like that headache that just won’t go away.

For those of you that read my departing speech, I lied. The reason for this is because Phi Kappa, the Kings of Motivation, finally had our elections last Monday.

But onto, yes Ward (my Lord, Alpha), bigger and better things. It has been quite an eventful weekend up here in Phi Kap Land.

The Garden on Saturday at the truck proved to be interesting. We had a Gilligan’s Island analogy in our boredom: Pete is the professor, Heat is the Skipper on Simflast, Glom at Mr. Howell, and Lof course, Sam Gilligan.

In other news, Axi (a.k.a. Peter Porrnytail) wanted no time in getting kicked out.

And finally, here is our first, last and glossary word of the week: peripatetic—movement or journeys hither and thither, or to discourse while pacing (as did Aristotle).

But no glossary word is complete without a sentence afterwards to put it in context: Fogs was peripatetic in his decision upon whether or not to go to Pizza Hut’s all-you-can-eat buffet or KFC’s all-you-can-eat buffet.

Well, that is enough from me. Take care and have a great summer! Thanks 10 Bus Sprin1. We love you f

Phi Sigma Sigma

by Kim Baumann

Well, this is our last article for the year. Everyone have a great summer and see you next year. Just remember it’s only just begun!

We want to wish our seniors the best of luck. We will miss you and we love you!

Congratulations to the Gammas for their successful win at PCDO. Others tried to be successful till people like Sen tried to repeat last years incident.

After the fact, Wiley, Sean, and Ryd went swimming - we’re sorry! Hey Bryd and Seba, who needs does, just use the windows! TKE, did you enjoy Wednesday night’s showing? Sorry about your hat, Mask!

During Spring Weekend, Astro became the new “Rocky” and Sen and Seba entertained dreams 1 and 2 with a wrestling match after dancing the afternoon away…alone.

Twister woke up with amnesia, and C.C. won a duck. Hey Disay, how’s your head?

Sesa and Bryd, what’s up? Brooks, were we all seeing triple this weekend? Ya, it’s great to be president! Thanks for the visit Tuna.

We would like to thank KT and DKE for hanging out with us. Also thanks to TKE for their Pig Roast especially the SPD. Hey Plea, can you please do another imitation.

Song of the Week: Take Me Home Tonight and It’s Raining Men.

Looks like a Vivarin night.

It’s 10 PM. You’ve crammed for finals all week. Took two today. And now you’ve got to pack an entire semester’s worth of Philosophy into one take-home exam, in one night.

But how do you stay awake when you’re totally wiped? Revive with Vivarin. Safe as coffee, Vivarin helps keep you awake and mentally alert for hours.

So when you have pen in hand, but sleep on the brain, make it a Vivarin night!
Sigma Sigma Sigma

by Robin Lydon

Finally, I’m able to take a break and write this Campus Scene. Things have been hectic around here lately.

Thanks to all the Alumni that came for Greek Weekend, it was great seeing them!

Anyway, Spring Weekend has come and gone once again! I swear Big Jim should split profits with Larry P. after exams like that.

On Thursday, we had an awesome (as always) Sister’s gathering, and my brother finally came up. Friday’s 6 a.m. get together went extremely well. Bobby: “Why isn’t everybody up yet?” Thanks to TEP for the annual sign-in.

Seniors, you’ve finally had your last meeting, how did it feel? Carolyn, you’re almost out of hurt—what are you going to do? Don’t worry, I won’t get madder till next week’s, except to say: “Gregan, you’re the best!”—familiar quote on our floor.

Till next week: Peace.

SPB

by Stacey L. Parron

Hello! I hope everyone enjoyed Spring Weekend to the fullest! I know I did—Saturday was beautiful.

A big thanks goes out to Michelle and Lisa for all their dedication in planning the weekend and making it happen.

We have three new Voting members this week: Seth Samuelson, Kevin Monahan, and Valerie Mejia. Congrats and thanks for all your hard work!

Well, this is my last Campus Scene ever—I have to face the “real world” in less than 20 days! I want to thank everyone for making this such a great year and wish you all good luck next year.

It’s never too early to start dreaming of what you want to be—to come back next year with awesome ideas! An revei, Bryant College!

Tau Epsilon Phi

by Phil Cloutier

Well, another great week flew by and only one week left to go! It was a great Spring Weekend for everyone it seemed.

The weekend began on Monday night and just seemed to continue on.

Effron took a walk in the flower patch on Friday night and Marco gave everyone a show of his great swimming ability “under the bridge” on Friday morning.

Jim decided not to use the crib on Saturday; Doh! Well! Remember buddy, sixteen will get ya twenty!

Reilly’s partner-in-crime showed up this weekend, but the stack boys just didn’t have it in them anymore. I guess that’s what happens when you’re whipped.

Hopefully those Boston Boys, the Bruins and Sox, continue to kick butt, especially when we bless them with our presence on Wednesday night.

Good luck to everyone on finals and I’ll see ya next year in January—HGDWI!
Welcome to the Dog Pound

Baseball Closes Out Season

The Bryant Bulldogs. How does that sound to you?

Angela L. Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

On Deck

The Bryant Bulldogs. How does that sound to you?

Eric Hands
Archway Sports Writer

The men's baseball team finishes out its season this week, with a game against Brown today, and a game against Lowell on Friday.

Bryant plays Brown University this afternoon. Currently Bryant is 16-23-1 overall.

For the six seniors Friday will be their last game in a Bryant uniform. Brian Terrio hit for the cycle this season and leads the team batting average.

Tom Conway, Merrimack (Sr., SS, Tewksbury, MA)

Lo se r Game 1

Terry Vistitti, Springfield (Sr., HB, Hadley, MA)

Bryant was defeated by Springfield 9-7. Bryant's winning streak was eliminated.

Stevenson won the first two games against Springfield, but Bryant won the third game 11-9. Bryant was eliminated in the third game.

The men's baseball team finishes out its season this week, with a game against Brown today, and a game against Lowell on Friday.

Bryant plays Brown University this afternoon. Currently Bryant is 16-23-1 overall.

For the six seniors Friday will be their last game in a Bryant uniform. Brian Terrio hit for the cycle this season and leads the team batting average.

Co-captain Scott Stapleton caught everyone and leads the team in homers, Rob Barry has not made an error in 41 chances and was a leader on the field.

The last senior called the "heart and soul of the team" is Phillip Ciccone. According to Coach Greg, "AllFlip wants to do is win!"

Welcome to the Dog Pound

The Bryant Bulldogs. How does that sound to you?

After two days of voting, the Bryant Community chose the Bulldog as our new mascot, replacing the Indian. As a new mascot is chosen, a new era begins on the Bryant campus.

Athletics is slowly becoming a part of people's lives here at Bryant.

I can remember back to freshman year, when you would go out to an event and see a small number of people at these events. As the season went on, the crowds got even smaller. However, this year was different.

Why was there such a change? Well, you can look at the driving forces behind the new and improved Bryant Athletics - first Dr. Linda Hackstedt. She believes sports is a great experience for everyone to get involved with.

By choosing a new nickname and other programs the athletics department has taken on a new light, and is continuing to head in the right direction. Dr. Hackstedt should be definitely commended for her work.

Under her guidance, the athletic department has flourished. The women's volleyball team was ECAC Champions, the men's basketball team fell one point shy of an NCAA birth, the women's softball team qualified for the playoffs for the first time ever, and the men's tennis team was undefeated this year and swept the NE-10 awards.

Midfield Madness was a success and two bus loads of people headed to Springfield to cheer on the basketball team.

Hopefully this success will continue, and Bryant will become known as a sports power. However, the big driving force behind all these changes was the athletes. They are the ones who go out everyday and represent Bryant when they take the field.

They started the year by forming the Captains Council to address the problems that allow athletes run into during the year.

Next, a annual picnic was started giving the athletes a chance to get to know each other. They felt if they were closer to each other, they would support each other.

Another big change they are trying to make is to get their friends to come out to the games.

If this friend brings five other friends, and they bring five other friends, and so on.

They want to get more and more people involved in Bryant sports, they work hard at what they do, and want to be recognized.

The hard work and dedication of these athletes is second to none. They go out every day and give 110%, deserving to be honored for their work.

For those graduating seniors, Bryant will soon be just a memory. They will too long put everyday's results in the back, and gold, they won't have the chance to be called a Bryant Bulldog. However, they are a major reason for why there was such a significant change this year.

We would like to thank Tom Gaspar, or Pete Gosselin.

When is the next time someone will have a season like David Burrows had this year?

Will we ever have another Jen Olos or Megan Davis?

No one knows.

There might be people who will come and fill the voids left by the graduating seniors, but they can not fill their shoes.

Good Luck to the Graduating Athletes

We Will Miss You!
Softball Player Hits Her Way Into Record Books

Angelo L. Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

One of the most important parts of a softball team is their offense; a team which does well at the plate will be remembered.

In the past, Bryant College has not been known for their offense. However, over the past few years, that has changed and the team has been slowly improving at the plate. In fact, this year they are ranked in the top 10 in the country in batting, and although many people have contributed to their success, one player stands out - Wendy Powell.

In her senior year, Powell became synonymous with Bryant softball. She collected more hits, more doubles, more RBIs, and stole more bases than anyone else in Bryant history, becoming a valuable asset to Coach Bob Real's squad. Powell's career hits are her biggest accomplishment. She became the first female to collect more than 200 hits in her career, and has more hits than Jayna Fontaine, who is currently second on the all-time list.

"It wasn't a goal when I first came here," Powell added. "But, as I got closer to 200, I pushed more.

As Powell got closer and closer, she received more added pressure. Powell broke the 200 barrier on Wednesday, April 20 in a double header against the Hawks of the Big East. Powell hit only one hit on the day. Prior to yesterday's game, Powell had 214 career hits.

However, hits were not her only strong point. Powell also had 30 doubles, 10 home runs, 59 stolen bases, and 90 RBIs to date. Defense is also a big key to Powell's overall game. "Wendy used her speed to get to balls, and consistently kept runners from getting into scoring positions," coach Bob Real added.

When Powell was seven years old, she started playing softball under her father's coaching. He became Powell's inspiration to do well on the field, and was the reason for her success.

In high school, Powell started to become a mark, and was named to the All Division and All-State first team in both her junior and senior year. She was also noted to the Register Journal Bulletin All State team these two years. This success continued into college as Powell was named to the All NE-10 Conference, first team last year.

Softball is not the only sport Powell has competed in. During high school she was also a member of the soccer team, the track team, the basketball team, as well as a cheerleader. In fact, Powell is the cheerleading coach at Deerfield High School.

Wendy Powell will be graduating in May, and hopes to coach after she leaves. She is leaving her options open. "A lot of my decisions are up in the air right now. But, in the worst of the worst, I will go to grad school," Powell added.

The team will be losing a major part of their offense, and will be looking for someone to fill the gap. "It will be a long time before we have another player like Wendy," Real added.

A Stroke of Success at Bryant

by Kristine Rolah
Journalism Student

The success of the men's golf team this year got the coach to keep secrets on campus, "Golf doesn't demand as much attention as football or basketball," he explained.

Most current students are unaware of what achievements the golf team has accomplished this year. While competing against Division 1, 2 & 3 teams in the N.E. Championships, Bryant has finished fourth or higher 16 times. The Bryant golf team also won the Easterns, capturing against 236 schools, most of which are Division 1 and offer golf scholarships. Bryant golf team has also gone to the Nationals twenty times.

Along with the team success stories there are individual successes as well. Jimmie Hallett, class of '84 and a member of the All-American basketball team, was Bryant's men's golf team captain this year. Hallett won five individual N.E. Championships as a junior, Hallett also qualified for the Masters' as the low amateur entry, and for a breathing few hours, was listed on the tournament Leader Board. After graduation, Hallett qualified for the Pro Tour, where he still competes.

Dave French, class of '90, four time All-American, was named an Academic All-American twice in his college career. He holds Bryant's title for lowest stroke average, 74.3.

Golf team alumni have found excellent careers after leaving Bryant. Bolt says, "Many have become CPA's or high and twenty-four work in golf-related fields as sales representatives, managers, assistant pros, or professionals.

"The "look" of the Bryant golfers has gained much respect nationally for the Pro Tour, where he still competes.

Bolt says that "We have had mixed results this year. This year's team has a lot of talent, but isn't able to meet all its challenges successfully," he explained. The golf team won the North East Ten Championships. But with more maturity and the ability to accept setbacks, Bolt says, "They'll realize they can play.

Bolt added, "Luck doesn't make you a good golfer. Persistence, practice, and guts are what it takes.

Bolt's past is a winning one and if it's true that the past builds the foundation for the future, you can be sure the Bryant golf team will be back in its winning ways in the fall, perhaps with more funding and more recognition.

Softball In Playoffs for First Time

Angelo L. Corradino
Archway Sports Writer

The softball team split a double header against Springfield on Saturday to bring their record to 23-18 on the season, 10-8 in the NE-10. This win also qualified them for the post-season playoffs for the first time in the team's history.

In game two, Jen Flanagan pitched one of her best games of the season, to record her eighth win of the season. Bryant jumped out to an early lead and knocked the starting pitcher out by the third inning. Springfield was able to rally late in the game, but it was not enough as Bryant came away with a 7-3 victory.

"Our pitching has been excellent," coach Bob Real added. "We had one bad inning against Springfield, but after that we out played and out scored them.

The first game was frustrating for Bryant as they were held hitless through six innings. Kimbie Mikialsen then broke up the no-hit bid by driving a single down the third base line. Mikialsen would later come around to score Bryant's only run in a 4-1 loss.

Bryant is 3 and 0 at the plate by Wendy Powell who is currently fourth in the league in batting with a .448 average. She is also second in the conference in doubles with 19, and fifth in home runs with 7.

Jayna Fontaine is also making a late season surge, and was named NE-10 Co-Player of the Week. Last week, Fontaine batted .590 (13-22) with two doubles, nine runs scored, and eight RBIs, including six hits against Stonehill last Tuesday.

Other offensive leaders include: Sue Lusigam with a .415 batting average; Kimbie Mikialsen with a .396 average and 50RBIs; Melissa Baker with nine doubles and 30 RBIs; Kristan Reegan with five triples; and Heather Lopes with 19 stolen bases.

On the mound, the team is led by Lauren Sandlincky with a record of 8-4, and Flanagan with an 8-8 record. The team is third in the conference in batting with .334, and second in runs scored with 307.

Bryant traveled to Newport to take on Salve Regina yesterday, but results were too late for publication.

On Friday, the team will travel to New York to begin the double elimination conference tournament.

If they win, they will travel to Merrickack to take on ACE at 9:00 a.m. Saturday. If they lose, they will play either Quinnipiac or Springfield at 1:00 p.m.

"We have as good of a shot as any other team," coach Real added. "We played St. A's early in the season and lost, but we have improved since then. If we play the way we are capable of, we can take them.

As for the rest of the tournament, Real is just as optimistic.